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investment in a UCITS managed by Santander Asset Management Luxembourg S.A. 

This document is a marketing communication. Please refer to the prospectus of the UCITS and to the key information document (“KID”) or for UK investors the key investor information document (“KIID”) 

before making any final investment decisions, purchasing or converting shares or redeeming investments, together with the list of countries where the UCITS is registered for sale, available at 

www.santanderassetmanagement.lu or via authorized intermediaries in your country of residence.  

This document is intended to provide information that summarizes the main characteristics of the UCITS and under no circumstances constitutes a contractual agreement or an information document 

required by any legislative provision. It is not a recommendation, personalized investment advice, an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any shares in the UCITS described in this document. Likewise, the 

distribution of this document to a client, or to a third party, should not be regarded as a provision or an offer of investment advisory services. 

The UCITS described in this document may not be notified and registered for marketing in all EEA Member States under the UCITS Directive marketing passport and Santander Asset Management 

Luxembourg S.A and/or the UCITS has the right to terminate the arrangements made for marketing of the UCITS in certain jurisdictions and to certain investors in accordance with applicable laws and 

regulations, including the UCITS Directive provisions. 

It has not been proven that the data contained in this document meet marketing requirements of all countries of sale. The UCITS described in this document may not be eligible for sale or distribution 

in certain jurisdictions or to certain categories or types of investors. This UCITS may not be directly or indirectly offered or sold to or for the benefit of a United States Person under FATCA regulation 

(Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act), in line with the selling restrictions of the prospectus of the UCITS. 

Past performance does not predict future returns. The returns may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations relative to the respective investors’ currency. 

Investment in the UCITS may be subject to investment risks, including but not limited to, market risk, credit risk, issuer and counterparty risk, liquidity risk, foreign currency risk and, where applicable, 

risks pertaining to emerging markets. Additionally, if the funds hold investments in hedge funds, real estate funds, commodities and private equity, it should be noted that these can be subject to 

valuation and operational risks inherent in this type of assets and markets as well as the risk of fraud or risk derived from investing in unregulated or unsupervised markets or unlisted assets. Complete 

information on the risks can be found in the relevant “Risk Factors” section of the UCITS prospectus and KID (or KIID for UK investors), which should be consulted and read by the investors. 

This UCITS has a prospectus (which is drafted in English), a KID (drafted in English and other languages depending on the country of registration of the UCITS) and a KIID for UK investors (drafted in 

English), which can be obtained from www.santanderassetmanagement.lu  
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Prior to investment in the UCITS it is advisable that the investor seeks personalized advice regarding taxation as it depends on the individual circumstances of each investor and may change in the future.  
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Fund commentary

Moderate inflation data combined with declines in oil and natural gas prices have led markets to not only see the end 

of central bank rate hikes but also to expect sharp rate cuts. These changes in expectations as well as a very cautious 

positioning of investors in fixed income and equities led to very large gains in both markets, driven by the closing of 

bearish positions of many participants. The magnitude of the gains was quite significant in absolute terms and 

historically. In equities, the US indices gained around 10%, while in Europe the Eurostoxx50 increased 8%, only beaten 

by the Ibex35 which climbed 11%. In the fixed income space, sovereign bonds gained between 3 and 5% in the month, 

while corporate bonds gained even more thanks to the narrowing of credit spreads. 

 

World economies continue to be imbalanced and are in a phase of investment moderation. China, for example, has 

published PMIs showing continued weakness, doubts about its growth and problems associated with the real estate 

sector.   

 

The fund ended the month with a return around 7%, with positive contributions from practically all the themes, with 

future technology being the most notable, and future planet being the sub-thematic group with the most modest 

results in comparison. In this context, the main changes in the fund were the weight increase in future technology at 

the beginning of the month, financed by the sale of part of the future society portfolio, with the main bets being the 

weight increase in the internet of things sub-theme and the decline in life sciences. 
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